
Cloud technology improves
outcomes
To focus your attention and resources on improving
patient care and maximizing safety, it pays to eliminate
unnecessary costs and distractions. One of the more
glaring and expensive distractions for health care
organizations is the need to maintain a large, costly IT
infrastructure to host and operate the systems that run
and connect your health information systems. Cloud
technology now offers a quick, safe, and economical
way to run critical information systems, while reducing
IT management responsibilities that lie outside the
central mission of a health care organization.

Experienced technology
partners yield better results
72% of US hospitals with more than 150 beds trust
Infor® solutions to improve performance and deliver
better care. Those hospitals know that you can share
your patient data between care providers more easily
and make better strategic decisions with Infor
Cloverleaf® Cloud, a reliable, proven platform for
healthcare integration and interoperability. Infor’s
extensive healthcare technology offerings address the
full range of challenges faced throughout the
healthcare industry, because they’re built on Infor’s
specialized expertise at implementing healthcare
technologies at top healthcare organizations
worldwide.

Flexible solutions expand your
choices
Your healthcare organization may be at a point where it
makes sense to learn how the cloud can enhance and
extend your capacity for data exchange. Infor
Cloverleaf Cloud gives you a faster, more economical
way to begin building the essential foundation for
securely consolidating and sharing patient information.
It gives you everything you get from an on-premise

installation of Infor Cloverleaf, but without the
maintenance fees and hardware costs.
In addition to being a cost-effective solution in itself,
Infor Cloverleaf Cloud enhances the value of your
existing investments by supporting exchange of health
data from any system within your healthcare digital
network and community. As a result, you get:

•    Reduced costs. With no on-premise hardware to
maintain and minimal administration, you’ll be able
to quickly reduce your IT costs.

•    Improved safety and security. Infor Cloverleaf
Cloud’s HIPAA-compliant hosting environment helps
ensure patient confidentiality and regulatory
compliance.

•    Disaster recovery. You can establish a standby
virtual machine in a virtual private cloud to serve as
a rapid backup for any emergency.

•    Greater flexibility. You can host your entire Infor
Cloverleaf suite in the cloud, just host individual
add-ons, or only use the cloud as a testing and
development environment.

Above all, the Infor Cloverleaf Cloud gives you a rapid
path to gaining the power of Infor Cloverleaf, the most
trusted integration solution for healthcare information
technology (HIT) among leading hospitals worldwide.
Hosted in a secure, private environment, it offers you
the benefits of full compliance with HITECH Act and
HIPAA regulations, without the complexities of
managing an elaborate IT infrastructure on your own.

Infor Cloverleaf Cloud

Infor Cloverleaf is rated the #1
complex data and IT integrator
solution in the 2014 Black Book State
of the Enterprise HIE Industry report.



The strongest solutions are
safest
By reducing the cost and effort you’d otherwise devote to
hosting, maintaining, and upgrading software, Infor
Cloverleaf Cloud frees resources that you can recommit to
more pressing priorities. You’ll also gain greater flexibility
over how you host and deploy your critical HIT resources.
As a result, you’ll be able to improve care collaboration
supporting full continuity of care, and build your standing
as an accountable care organization and trusted
healthcare resource to your community.

More than 4,000 healthcare
organizations worldwide trust Infor
Cloverleaf for solving their most complex
interoperability challenges.
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About Infor
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 70,000
customers in 200 plus countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business demands. To
learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.
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